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The Illinois Competitive Energy Association ("ICEA"), pursuant to the direction of the 

Administrative Law Judge, I respectfully submits the following verified reply comments to the 

Illinois Commerce Commission ("Commission" or "ICC") in response to the Initial Comments 

filed in this proceeding on October 15, 2013 by the Citizens Utility Board ("CUB"), Ameren 

Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois ("Ameren"), CNT Energy ("CNT"), Commonwealth 

Edison Company ("CornEd") and the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission ("Staff'). 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Virtually all commenters agreed that with the introduction of smart meters, Sections 16-

122 and 16-108.6 of the Public Utilities Act ("PUA,,)2 authorize the release of customer specific 

billing and usage data to an Alternative Retail Electric Supplier ("ARES" or "RES") when 

authorized by a customer. However, there was considerable discussion among the parties as to 

what constitutes "customer authorization." ICEA's policy and legal arguments support the 

conclusion that the accepted industry standard for demonstrating customer authorization does not 

change with the introduction of smart meters. 

1 Notice of Continuance of Hearing and Notice of Schedule, 13-0506, September 25,2013. 
2 220 ILCS 5/16-122; 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6. 



In its comments, ICEA explained that a smart meter is identical to a standard meter 

except where a standard meter records a customer's total monthly usage, a smart meter records 

total monthly usage using intervals. Both meters record usage which is used to generate 

customer bills but is also used by ARES to develop products and services for customers. Before 

the introduction of smart meters, ARES were limited to using monthly total usage when 

developing new products and for pricing existing products. Now, with the introduction of smart 

meters and the availability of monthly interval data, the universe of available products and 

pricing options has expanded. Yet, even though the data is now available in intervals, it is still 

the SAME customer usage data. As a result, ICEA's interpretation of the relevant statutes are 

the same irrespective of which type of meter (standard vs. smart) is used to record the usage. As 

such, ICEA's statutory interpretation is that if an ARES has proper authorization from the 

customer in the form of the customer's account number or a signed contract, the statutory 

requirements for "verifiable authorization" are satisfied.3 

II. ISSUES RAISED IN COMMENTS 

A. Aggregated Customer Data 

In its comments, ICEA recommended that aggregated customer usage and billing data 

that is "anonymized" be released by the utilities to ARES and other interested third parties. 

ICEA concluded that since aggregated data would not include and therefore not reveal the 

customer's name, address, telephone number or any other customer identifying information, its 

release would not violate Sections 16-122 and 16-108.6 of the PUA. 4 

All parties that commented on this issue concurred with ICEA. For example, in its 

interpretation of the legal standard for the release of customer usage data, CUB concluded that, 

3 ICEA Initial Comments at 3 and 5-7. 
4 Id. at 8. 
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"Nothing in this interpretation, however, would bar the release of customer usage information 

which is aggregated such that an individual customer's usage information or any other personal 

information is not identifiable."s Likewise, Ameren stated that it "[d]oes not interpret Sections 

16-122 and 16-108.6 of the Act as to prohibit the release of aggregated, anonymous customer 

usage information to the extent that such information is presented in a manner that precludes an 

individual or entity from determining the usage characteristics (or other personally identifying 

information) of identifiable end users.,,6 And, CornEd concluded that "[i]t is consistent with 

Sections 16-122 and 16-108.6 to provide information containing an individual customer's use of, 

charges for, or payments for electric utility service without any customer identifiable information 

and in a manner that practically prevents the linkage of that data to the customer or to other 

customer specific information (such as an address).,,7 

In support of its position, CornEd proposed to anonymize customer data by aggregating it 

for a geographic area based on Zip Codes.s Staff supported this approach and concluded that 

"[d]ata associated with a customer's zip code is ... not customer specific information.,,9 Staff 

goes on to recommend that utilities adopt an Anonymous Data Protocol (based on Zip Codes) 

that should be used for processing requests for aggregated data. 10 

ICEA supports both Staffs and CornEd's proposals to provide anonymized customer 

data based on Zip Codes. Such an approach achieves the competing objectives of satisfying a 

legitimate need for data analysis while protecting customer privacy. Aggregated data is vital to 

the development of new products and services for residential and small commercial customers. 

5 CUB Initial Comments at 9. 
6 Ameren Initial Comments at 4. 
7 CornEd Initial Comments at 5. 
8 Id. 
9 StaffInitial Comments at 5. 
10 Id. at 5-6. 
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These proposals allow for ARES to use aggregated data while not revealing customer-specific 

information. II 

B. Customer Supply Characteristics 

In its comments, ICEA recommended that the utilities identify on their web sites, which 

customers are on utility Peak Time Rebate ("PTR") programs (including whether the customer is 

actively participating in the program), AC cycling programs, or net metering. ICEA concluded 

that having these customer supply characteristics would assist in alleviating customer confusion 

and complaints. However, ICEA also concluded that these customer supply characteristics may 

be considered customer-specific information and therefore should not be released by the utilities 

without verifiable authorization by the customer. 12 On the other hand, Staff concluded that 

"[u]tilities should not be barred from identifying whether a customer is a participant" in a PTR 

program or is a net metered customer. In support of this position, Staff asserted that utilities 

routinely provide customer supply characteristics such as whether a customer is on a space heat 

rate. While Staff concluded that having the utilities provide these supply characteristics is 

permissible under the statute, Staff concluded that providing lists of multiple characteristics is 

not. 13 

Based on its interpretation of the statutes and understanding that certain supply 

characteristics are currently provided by the utilities, ICEA supports Staffs recommendation and 

agrees that releasing these customer supply characteristics does not violate the PUA. 

C. ARES Access to its Customer's Interval Data for Non-Billing Purposes 

ICEA concluded that under the statutes, an ARES has the right to access its customer's 

data including interval usage data used for billing and non-billing purposes. Under this scenario, 

11 ICEA Initial Comments at 8. 
12 ICEA Initial Comments at 9. See also Ameren Initial Comments at 6 and CornEd Initial Comments at 6. 
13 StaffInitial Comments at 7. 
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the customer has signed a contract with an ARES and by virtue of this fact, has provided 

customer authorization under both Sections 16-122 and Section 16-108.6. Equally important, 

since these statutes do not distinguish between whether interval data is used for billing or not, 

there is no legal authority preventing an ARES from obtaining its customer's interval data, even 

if it is used for non-billing purposes. Therefore, the Commission should find that the utilities are 

in compliance with the statutes when they release interval data used for non-billing purposes to 

an ARES when there is an existing contract between the customer and the ARES. 14 

Ameren agreed with ICEA's legal argument that an ARES may access a customer's 

billing and usage data when there is a signed contract between the customer and the ARES. 

Ameren explained that customer usage and billing data is available to an ARES through the 

processing of an EDI transaction or by accessing Ameren's online RES Portal. However, prior 

to obtaining access to these tools, the ARES must first register with Ameren as an authorized 

entity, be registered with the ICC and provide other useful information. According to Ameren, 

"These informational requirements and restricted access practices exist to affirm the ability of 

each RES to lawfully [ obtain] customer-identifiable information . . . [e ]ach RES must have 

customer authorization to initiate the EDI transaction and/or avail itself of the information 

available via the RES Portal,,15 Ameren goes on to state that each Letter of Authorization 

("LOA") must include the <;}lstomer's account number and a customer signature (such as an 

lectronic signature), "[a]uthorizing the RES to receive historical and ongoing usage data.,,16 

Ameren then states that, "[u]nder the terms of the LOA required to access the data at issue, 

14 ICEA Initial Comments at 10. 
IS Ameren Initial Comments at 9. CornEd agreed and stated that "[o]nly entities who can legally submit a DASR are 
certified RESs in possession of an LOA." CornEd Initial Comments at 10. 
16 Ameren Initial Comments at 9 (Emphasis in the original). 
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requisite consent to access interval data of non-time-variant customers would appear to exist 

currently. ,,17 

Staff likewise agreed that an ARES should have access to this data if the ARES has 

obtained customer authorization by a signed contract but also recommended that an ARES 

disclose the authorization to receive interval data for non-billing purposes in the same manner as 

other contractual terms and conditions. 18 

Ameren concluded, and ICEA agrees, that the LOA does not "[a]ppear to limit authority 

to access data to that used for "billing' purposes.,,19 Ameren also agreed with ICEA's legal 

argument and stated that "[w]hether [interval data is] used for billing purposes does not appear to 

be particularly relevant. ,,20 

In its comments, CornEd did not take a position on this issue but instead debated the 

appropriate level of customer authorization that must be obtained prior to the release of usage 

and billing data. CornEd discussed four possible options for determining whether a customer has 

authorized the release of billing and usage data including: whether an ARES has access to the 

customer's account number, whether an ARES has a LOA, whether the ARES is permitted to 

submit a Direct Access Service Request ("DSAR"), or whether the ARES has a signed, written 

customer signature.21 

Based on its comments, ICEA assumes that CornEd would release customer interval data 

when used for non-billing purposes22 if an ARES has a signed contract with a customer. In this 

case, three of the four customer authorization options presented by CornEd would be satisfied. 

17 Id. 

18 StaffInitial Comments at 8. 
19 Ameren Initial Comments at 9 
20 Id. at 7. 
21 CornEd Initial Comments at 9-11. 
22 In Attachment 2 of its comments, CornEd contends that non-bill quality usage data is "[n} ot generally released to 
third parties." However, since the statute does not distinguish between biIl quality and non-bill quality, ICEA 
assumes that an ARES could access this data with the proper authorization. 
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In the ARES community, a signed contract is the same as a LOA, which authorizes an ARES to 

submit a DSAR to the utility on behalf of the customer, and a DSAR cannot be submitted unless 

the customer has provided their account number. As a result, there does not appear to be any 

legal reason why CornEd would not release this data to an ARES. 

Based on the comments submitted by Ameren, Staff and ICEA, it is clear that a signed 

contract between a customer and an ARES satisfies the statutory requirement for customer 

authorization and therefore, the ARES should have access to its customer's interval data when 

used for non-billing purposes. 

D. Access to Individual Customer Data when the Customer is Not an ARES 
Customer 

In its comments, ICEA raised an issue that was not included on Staffs issues list: access 

to individual customer data when the customer is not an ARES customer. 23 Unlike the previous 

discussion where a signed contract has been executed between the customer and the ARES, in 

this scenario, no executed contract exists. However, ICEA maintains that by providing their 

account number, the customer has provided authorization for the ARES to obtain individual 

monthly summary and historical interval usage data as well as billing and non-billing quality 

data. 24 

ICEA demonstrated that for over ten years, the industry operated under the assumption 

that having an account number was sufficient proof of customer authorization. After obtaining 

the customer's consent via their account number, an ARES is able to research the customer's 

historical usage via the utility's web site and present an offer to the customer. This process 

should not change with the introduction of smart meters. An ARES will still access a customer's 

historical usage data to present an offer but now, due to smart meters, the historical usage data 

23 ICEA Initial Comments at 11. 
24 Id. 
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will be recorded in intervals as opposed to a monthly summary. As CUB accurately states, "The 

full benefits of the smart meter infrastructure can be unlocked only with the help of third-party 

energy efficiency, demand response and dynamic pncmg program designers and 

implementers. ,,25 

Based on its comments, ICEA assumes that CornEd opposes this process for accessing a 

customer's data with only the customer's account number. 26 According to CornEd, customer 

authorization with just an account number "[i]s unlikely to meet today's heightened concerns 

about customer privacy" and thus opines that "[p ]ossession of an account number appears to be 

insufficient evidence of customer authorization. ,,27 

ICEA disagrees with CornEd. If an ARES has proper authorization from the customer in 

the form of the customer's account number and/or customer supply contract, then the statutory 

requirements are satisfied. First, without any explanation, CornEd declares that the decade old 

practice of verifying customer authorization via the customer's account number is no longer 

sufficient due solely to the introduction of smart meters. ICEA members are seeking the SAME 

data previously recorded using standard meters but now recorded using smart meters. The only 

difference is that standard meters record total usage over a billing cycle while smart meters 

record the same usage using intervals. CornEd did not provide any evidence demonstrating that 

the introduction of smart meters somehow renders the existing process "insufficient." 

CornEd's position also creates two standards for determining customer authorization. 

Under CornEd's approach, it would be sufficient to use an account number as proof of customer 

authorization in order for an ARES to access data recorded with a standard meter, but this 

process is now somehow insufficient for obtaining data recorded with a smart meter. As Staff 

25 CUB Initial Comments at 3. See also ICEA Initial Comments at 5. 
26 CornEd Initial Comments at 9. 
27 Id. 
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explained, "The issue of providing interval data for customers not on TOU service is particularly 

relevant when a customer receives an interval meter after it has started service with a RES. In 

such a scenario, the customer did not have the option of signing up for TOU service when he or 

she enrolled with the supplier. Once the utility installs a smart meter for that customer, however, 

TOU service becomes an option.,,28 ICEA believes that customer confusion, as well as 

complaints, would increase if a new authorization process was implemented for obtaining 

interval data simply by changing a customer's meter. Such an outcome is not supported by the 

statutes and is clearly unworkable. 

Next, CornEd does not provide any statutory support for its position. As discussed by 

CUB, Section 16-108.6 was added to the PUA as part of the Energy Infrastructure Modernization 

Act ("EMIA,,).29 However, there is nothing in Section 16-108.6 regarding a heighten concern 

about customer privacy with the introduction of smart meters. Clearly, if the legislature believed 

there was a heightened concern about customer privacy with the adoption of smart meters, the 

legislature would have addressed it as part of the EMIA. Finally, to the best of ICEA's 

knowledge, the use of a customer account number to demonstrate customer authorization has not 

resulted in any formal complaints filed with the Commission. This suggests that CornEd's 

proposal is a solution in search of a problem. 

If the Commission concludes that this process, which has been in place and used by the 

ARES for over ten years is insufficient to protect customer privacy, ICEA would support adding 

a layer of "security" to each utility'S website for residential data. Some of these additional 

security measures, as used in another state, include: requiring registered ARES to use a secure 

28 StaffInitial Comment at 8. 
29 CUB Initial Comments at 1 and 8, citing 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5. 
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log-in ID for web access and/or requiring a pop-up window acknowledgement by ARES that 

they have customer approval for access to interval data. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, ICEA recommends and encourages that the Commission adopt an 

order consistent with ICEA's request. Requiring the utilities to release anonymous aggregated 

customer data and individual customer billing and usage interval data is consistent with the 

statutes and is essential for customers to be able to fully realize the benefits of smart meter 

deployment. 

DATED: November 5, 2013 

John F. Kennedy 
Barton J. O'Brien 
Rachel L. Schaller 
SHEFSKY & FROELICH, LTD. 
111 East Wacker Drive, Suite 2800 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
jkennedey@shefskylaw.com 
bobrien@shefskylaw.com 
rschaller@shefskylaw.com 
Tel: (312) 527-4000 
1258582_1 
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I, Kevin Wright, being first duly sworn, on oath deposes and says ihat I:am the Presiden~ 

of the Illinois Competitive Energy Association ("ICEA"), that I have re84 the, ,above and 

foregoing Reply Verified Comments Regarding the Applicability of Sections I6-122 and 16-

108.6 of the Public Utilities Act being filed by leEA in ICC Docket No. 13-0506, on November 

5, 2013; knows of its contents, and that the same is true and correct to the best of my knowledge~ 

information and belief. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 
this 5th day of Nov em bel', 2013. 
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